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The Ch alle n ge
At Anton Junior School we were looking for ways to incorporate some physical
activity into the school day to help children to wake up and focus in the mornings.
We wanted to improve fitness, increase activity levels, and contribute towards
offering up to 3 hours physical activity in school and up to 5 hours out of school. The
hope was to find a physical activity that the children would enjoy, as well as
improving concentration levels and general fitness. We also considered the backing
of parents in supporting their children in a healthy lifestyle to be of prime importance
and so anything they could be involved with would be of benefit.
Mee tin g th e Ch alle ng e
We met Cyber Coach at the national P.E. conference in Wembly in 2009 and asked
what cost effective solutions they could suggest. They suggested the web based
resource, the Cyber Coach Smart, which streams dance and exercise sessions
through to the interactive whiteboards in the school classrooms and hall. Sessions
include “wake and shake” and main routines in a variety of traditional and
contemporary dance styles. Cyber Coach Smart has been used to introduce physical
activity (P.A.) sessions for 15 minutes, for every class, each day. Each year group
has used a gap between literacy and numeracy at intervals throughout the morning
to follow Cyber Coach Smart in the school hall. With the wide choice of sessions
available, teachers have been able to tailor their choice to match their group’s ability
and mood.
An afterschool club using Cyber Coach Smart to teach Aerobics and Salsa has been
introduced in spring and summer term. Where previously after school clubs would
only have been offered to children, we used this club to actively welcome their
parents to attend and keep fit with them. Consequently more and more parents have
enjoyed keeping fit with their children.
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Brothers and sisters have also been brought along and have joined in. This has
reinforced the school’s ethos that keeping fit can be a family activity to be enjoyed
together.
All staff have found Cyber Coach Smart easy to use and have been able to use it
without any need for external training.
The Smart has supported cross curricular learning. Year Four as part of their India
topic ran a themed India day which included food tasting, Henna patterns, and a
Bollywood routine using Cyber Coach Smart.

“Some of the children who took
part in my Aerobics club didn’t
take part in any other clubs at
school before. They are now
fitter and healthier than they
were before. Also, all children
taking part in 15 mins P.A
everyday has changed some
children’s’ opinions of PE. They
have seen that keeping fit isn’t
all about playing team sports.”

Imp act
Staff have found that using Cyber Coach Smart for 15 minutes each day has really
improved children’s concentration levels in class. Year 3 is a particularly lively year
group and their teachers have reported the greatest increase in concentration. One
teacher commented;

Jodie Williams, P.E.
coordinator, Anton Junior
School

“taking part in the activity has helped the students who are less able in numeracy to
focus”.
Pupils have really enjoyed the sessions – Year 4 have enjoyed the Hi- Lo Aerobics
and Legs, Bums and Tums sessions. Year 6 and the boys have particularly enjoyed
Combat and Marine Training sessions including press ups etc. One teacher
commented;
“Using Cyber Coach Smart for 15 minutes every day has really helped my lively year 3
group to concentrate in class.”
More children are taking part in up to 3 hours physical activity per week in school and
after school resulting in an overall improvement in fitness levels across the school.
Parents have been very enthusiastic about Cyber Coach Smart.
“When my daughter brought home a letter about the after school Aerobics club inviting
parents along I thought it was a brilliant idea! I have really enjoyed doing the sessions
with her. It has been nice to have an activity we can do together. I much prefer it to the
DVDs I have at home!”
In the summer term, we had 15 children and 5 parents attending the after school club.
Jodie Williams, P.E. coordinator at the school commented:
“Some of the children who took part in my Aerobics club didn’t take part in any other
clubs at school before. They are now fitter and healthier than they were before. Also,
all children taking part in 15 mins P.A. every day has changed some children’s
opinions of PE. They have seen that keeping fit isn’t all about playing team sports.”
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The fact that the Cyber Coach is easy for the teachers to use and for children
to follow has contributed towards its success.
The wide range of sessions and levels of complexity has enabled the school
to provide differentiated, targeted sessions suitable for use across different
year groups in the whole school.
Cross curricular links have been made, for example with our India topic.
Minimal space is required for children to take part in the activity. We have
mainly used Cyber Coach Smart in the school hall, but when the hall is in use
we have been able to use it in the classroom.
There is lots of variety and material is continually updated so children never
get bored.
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